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Abstract
The "Cloud" and computing in the "Cloud" have become a hot topic in the media and this will impact how
HPC users access and define resources. While many groups focus solely on how to more easily get your
virtual machine started on a cloud resource, few are addressing the practicalities of building clusters within
and in concert with cloud resources. In this talk, we will describe some of the basic mechanisms of Rocks
5.1 that enable the building of physical, completely virtual and mixed clusters for achieving what we term as
"cluster extension." Cluster extension is where a physical cluster (temporarily) expands its footprint by
using virtual machines (VMs) from a cloud resource. The extended cluster treats the remote VMs as just
another "brand" of hardware to be integrated and therefore automatically controls the complete software
stack including user definitions, file mounts, queuing system configuration, and applications. We'll describe
a practical use of cluster extension for a CAMERA Metagenomics at UCSD resource where a large number
of sequence alignment (BLAST) calculations are occasionally needed for data set preparation.
See http://www.rocksclusters.org

for all software described in this talk.
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